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Latent Trait Latent Class Analysis  

of an Eysenck Personality Questionnaire 

Arnold Smit, Henk Kelderman, and Henk van der Flier12 

Free University of Amsterdam 

In this paper two scales of a personality questionnaire, extraversion and neuroticism, 

are analyzed using a family of latent trait latent class models. The items are re-

sponded to in one of three categories: “yes”, “?”, or “no”. The results show that one 

single measurement model does not suffice in describing the data. More specifically, 

the meaning of the “?” response category is not invariant over subjects.  

Keywords: psychometrics, item analysis, personality assessment. 

 

To quote Bartholomew (1996): “Measurement is the hallmark of science. It not only 

enables us to classify and compare but also places the whole of the deductive power of 

mathematics at our disposal […] The difficulty is not so much a lack of things to meas-

ure as the imprecise nature of quantities that feature social discourse” (Bartholomew, 

1996, p. 3). There is, for instance, no yardstick for the measurement of the degree of 

extraversion. To obtain adequate measures that enable working with social science con-

cepts, it is common to use multiple indicators which are assumed to show variation as 

the postulated underlying attribute varies. The construction of a measure from observed 

indicators is not trivial, especially for the social sciences. It involves the specification of 

a statistical model which links the underlying attribute, say θ , with a set of J random 

response variables, or indicators, say },,{ 1 JXXX K= . Now, given the distribution func-

tion )|( θXf , we could define the measure as the value of θ  where the likelihood func-

tion )(θL  takes a global maximum.  
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This statistical approach to measurement enables us to evaluate the preciseness and 

other properties of the measure. Furthermore, we can test whether certain assumptions 

implicitly made by the choice of measurement model hold. The researcher who simply 

sums the numeric values of the item responses, and tacitly assumes that this sum score 

has the measurement properties required by the tools used in further analysis, will miss 

information contained in the data. Refined measurement models are presently available 

that provide more insight into the data at the cost of computational complexity. But, 

with the widespread availability of computers this should not be an argument. In this 

paper a data set containing two personality scales, extraversion and neuroticism, of an 

Eysenck personality test are analyzed. Special emphasis will be on the question whether 

the scales pose qualitative differences for subjects. Psychological measurement proce-

dures usually assume that individual differences can be described by one standard 

measurement model. However, empirical psychometric research has shown that these 

models are not always invariant over subjects. For instance, bias research using the sub-

ject's sex, cultural background, or some other variable, often show qualitative differences 

between groups of subjects. The models used in this sequel use a latent (unobserved) 

grouping variable to reveal subgroups in the sample for which different measurement 

models hold. Moreover, we incorporate observed variables that could have caused the 

qualitative differences, and relate them to the latent grouping variable. A family of 

measurement models that provide a convenient framework for the psychometric analysis 

of discrete data is introduced. The family consists of parametric unidimensional latent 

trait latent class models. The driving principle of both latent trait models and latent 

class models is conditional independence. In latent trait models it is assumed that the 

multivariate distribution of the response variables can be written as a product of uni-

variate distributions conditional on a real valued trait, see for instance Fisher and 

Molenaar (1995), Heinen (1993), Van der Linden (1997), Wilson, Engelhard, and Dra-

ney (1997), and Wilson, Draney, and Engelhard (1999). In latent class models condi-

tional independence is accomplished by conditioning on discrete classes, see for instance 

Hagenaars (1993), Langeheine, and Rost (1988), or Lazarsfeld and Henry (1968). In re-

cent years, models with both latent traits and latent classes have emerged, see Heinen 

(1993), Kelderman and Macready (1990), Mislevy and Verhelst (1990), Rost (1990), 

Rost and Langeheine (1997), and Smit, Kelderman, and Van der Flier (2000, 1999). In 

the next section a very general model is introduced, a mixture version of the well known 

Nominal Response Model. By restricting the parameters of this model a host of other 

models can be derived.  
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Modeling Framework  

The model framework introduced here is used to explain the structure in a set of 

polytomous response variables and is a subset of the wider family of Latent Structure 

Models. Starting from the most general model in our framework, a mixture version of 

the Nominal Response Model (Bock, 1972), the other models are obtained by imposing 

restrictions on the item (category) parameters. The framework combines Item Response 

Theory (IRT) models and Latent Class Analysis (LCA) models. Roughly, IRT and LCA 

models construct a variable, such that the multivariate probability of the response vec-

tor breaks down into a product of univariate response probabilities conditional on the 

latent variables. The framework described here uses both a real valued latent trait vari-

able, and a discrete valued latent class variable to obtain conditional independence. 

First, some notational conventions are introduced. Let ijX  be a random variable denot-

ing the response of person },...,1{ Ii∈  to a polytomous item },...,1{ Jj∈ , with realization 

},...,0{ jij Kkx ∈= , and let iY  be a random variable denoting class membership with re-

alization },...,0{ Mmyi ∈= . Furthermore, let the parameter },{ ∞−∞∈imθ  denote the la-

tent trait value of interest in latent class m  of person i  and let the parameters jkmα  

and jkmδ  denote the category scaling and the category location parameters respectively. 

The probability of person i , which belongs to class m , to respond in category k  of item 

j , according to the mixture variant of the Nominal Response Model (mNRM), is  
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Note that the number of parameters increases with the sample size, since θ  has in-

dex i . If we assume a density for θ , say )(θφ  is standard normal, and integrate over 

this density to obtain a marginal probability that does not involve θ , we can estimate 

the category parameters. Because of the marginalization, it is no longer meaningful to 

work with subject index i . Instead, let index s  denote a certain response vector, where 

)}1(,...,1{ +Π=∈ jj KSs , and let g  index a certain value on the latent trait. Now, the 

probability of response pattern s  given latent class m  and latent trait value gθ  is given 

by 
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where 1)( =sjkγ  if kX sj =  and 0  otherwise. The marginal probability of response pat-

tern s , given class m  is  

 ∫=
θ

θθφππ dmgsms )(||  (3) 

This marginal probability can be approximated by replacing the latent trait distribu-

tion with a histogram consisting of g  intervals with corresponding weights ga . 

 ∑= g gmgsms a|| ππ  (4) 

Note that the distribution of θ  is assumed to be equal in both latent classes. Differ-

ences in the location of the latent trait distribution can be expressed as differences in 

the item parameters. Unfortunately, if the latent trait distributions differ in more com-

plex ways, these differences cannot be expressed via the item parameters. In that case 

one could choose the semi-parametric approach as worked out by Heinen (1993), where 

the weights, gma  in this case (index m  because the weights differ between the classes), 

themselves are estimated. The conditions under which such semi-parametric models are 

identified remain to be determined. Although this approach promises a more generic 

model framework, it is outside the scope of this paper. 

Taking the logit of Equation 1 with regard to an arbitrary reference category, say 

0=k , we obtain 
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where mj0α  and mj0δ  are set to zero, since only the jK  differences can be identified. The 

result is a multinomial logit regression on a latent variable, where the likelihood 
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is a weighted product over M  multinomials. Unfortunately, the frequencies of the re-

sponse patterns within the latent classes sme  are not observed, the only frequencies that 

are observed are the marginal frequencies ∑= m sms ef . This is where the EM-algorithm 

comes into play. The EM-algorithm (Dempster, Laird & Rubin, 1977) can help find a 

solution to problems that can be cast as a missing data problem. The algorithm repeat-
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edly applies an E-step (expectation step) and an M-step (maximization step) until some 

convergence criterion is met. Roughly, the E-step in iteration )1( +n  fills in the missing 

data given the parameter estimates from the n -th M-step.  

 )(
|

)1( n
smgs

n
smg fe π=+  (7) 

The M-step in turn estimates the parameters of the model for the complete data smge , 

which consists of estimating the item parameters using a unidimensional Newton algo-

rithm, see Vermunt (1997). These parameters are then used in the next E-Step, and so 

on. 

Discretization of the latent trait into G  ordered categories is the key to understand-

ing the strong link between latent trait models and latent class models. As ∞→G , the 

ordered categorical class variable approaches a real valued variable. In practical prob-

lems, with 9=G  or even less, the models are indistinguishable. For an interesting over-

view of the relations between latent trait and latent class models the reader is referred 

to Heinen (1993). 

The other models in the framework are derived by imposing restrictions on the pa-

rameters. The following convention is used in naming the models introduced hereafter: 

the name (1) starts with 'm' if it is a mixture variant, (2) is followed by the acronym 

under which the non mixture variant is known, and (3) ends with 'eq' if the scaling pa-

rameters are restricted to be invariant over latent classes. 

The first restriction is to set the scaling parameters equal across latent classes, 

'jkmjkm αα = . This model will thus be denoted by mNRMeq.  

 )(
|

jkmimjkemijk
δθαπ +∝  

Where jkα  denotes the class independent scaling parameter. Note that, in contrast to 

Equation 1, we have left out the constant of proportionality (denominator) and replaced 

the =  sign with the ∝  sign (is proportional to). Also note that the index over which the 

equality restriction is set, is omitted. 

Secondly, we linearly restrict the scaling parameters within an item, jmjkjkm w αα = , 

where jkw  is an a priori weight (or score) and jmα  is the category independent scaling 

parameter. This model is the mixture variant of the generalized partial credit model, 

thus denoted as mGPCM.  

 )(
|

jkmimjmjkw
mijk e δθαπ +∝  
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If these jmα  parameters are set equal across latent classes, 'jmjm αα = , we obtain a 

model denoted as mGPCMeq.  

 )(
|

jkmimjjkw
mijk e δθαπ +∝  

Where jα  denotes the item scaling parameter, set equal over the item categories and 

the latent classes. Furthermore the scaling parameters can be set equal for all items, so 

mjjm 'αα = , which gives the mixture variant of the Partial Credit Model, or mPCM.  

 )(
|

jkmimmjkw
mijk e δθαπ +∝  

Where mα  denotes the latent class specific scaling parameter, set equal over the items 

and their categories. Moreover, the scaling can be set equal across items and latent 

classes, so ''mjjm αα = , denoted as mPCMeq.  

 )(
|

jkmimjkw
mijk e δαθπ +∝  

Where the scaling parameter α  is now invariant over the latent classes, the items, and 

the item categories. The last three models in the framework are obtained by restricting 

the location parameters of the mNRMeq, mGPCMeq, and mPCMeq models to be equal  

Table 1 

Model Framework in Terms of Parameter Restrictions. A “+” Means That the Restric-

tion Holds, and A “-” Means That the Restriction Does Not Hold 

  •••• = 'jj αα  •••• = 'kk αα  'mm •••• =αα  'mm •••• = δδ  
NRM - - + + 
GPCM - + + + 
PCM + + + + 
mNRM - - - - 
mNRMeq - - + - 
mGPCM - + - - 
mGPCMeq - + + - 
mPCM + + - - 
mPCMeq + + + - 

Note. A "+" means that the restriction holds, and A "-" means that the restriction does not 

hold. A "." in place of an index means: any value of that index as long as it is equal on both 

sides of the equals sign. 
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across latent classes, 'jkmjkm δδ = . This results in the non-mixture models: NRM, GPCM, 

and PCM. The models, in terms of their restrictions, are given in Table 1. 

A hierarchical view of the models in terms of the nesting relations is given in Figure 

1 below.  

mNRM

NRM

mNRMeq

mGPCM

GPCM PCM

mGPCMeq

mPCM mPCMeq  

Figure 1. Hierarchical view of modeling framework. 

 

Finally, to aid in the interpretation and identification of the latent variables, incorpo-

ration of variables that are expected to relate to them, called collateral variables, is use-

ful. This is achieved by specifying a log-linear model between the collateral variables 

and the latent class variable, and specifying a log-linear model between the collateral 

variables and the latent trait. Observing that the latent classes are largely determined 

by one collateral variable, or a combination of collateral variables, can hint towards an 

interpretation of the qualitative differences between subjects in the response process 

that the items elicit. Moreover, incorporation of variables that strongly relate to the 

latent class can make the measurement model more stable, see Smit et al. (2000, 1999).  

Analysis of the ABV data  

In the next sections we will apply the models to two scales of the Amsterdam Bio-

graphical Questionnaire (Amsterdamse Biografische Vragenlijst, ABV), the extraversion 

and neuroticism scales. The ABV, developed by Wilde (1970), is one of the most fre-

quently used personality tests in the Netherlands and is mainly based on the MPI 

[Maudsley Personality Inventory; Eysenck (1959)], an early version of the EPI [Eysenck 

Personality Inventory; Eysenck and Eysenck (1975)]. Subjects respond in one of three 

categories: “yes”, “?”, and “no”. We will analyze the extraversion scale (21 items), and 

neuroticism scale (30 items) because they are seen as the most important scales, and 

measure two widely established personality traits. The test attitude scale (23 items; in 

the EPI called Lie scale), originally added because test attitude was expected to influ-
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ence the response behavior on the other scales, is aggregated into three categories of 

equal proportion and incorporated as a collateral variable. The data set was collected 

for a bias analysis with respect to ethnic background, see Te Nijenhuis3 (1997). Ethnic 

background is often found to influence the response behavior. This variable is therefore 

also incorporated as a collateral variable (levels: Dutch, Antillean, North-African, Suri-

namese, Turkish, and Other).  

Sample  

The data was collected between 1988 and 1992, as part of a personnel selection pro-

cedure by the Dutch Railways and regional bus companies for blue collar jobs. There 

are in total 1954 subjects in the data set. Only 17 subjects (1%) had at least one miss-

ing value on one of the items (neuroticism, extraversion, or test attitude). These sub-

jects were left out of the analysis. Some demographic information about the sample is 

given in Table 2 below.  

Table 2 
Some Demographic Information About the Sample 

Ethnic background N % men mean age 
Dutch 812 0.87 28.24 
Antillean 112 0.85 30.71 
North-African 140 0.97 27.25 
Surinamese 475 0.83 30.29 
Turkish 248 0.96 23.87 
Other 150 0.89 32.07 

Analyses  

The a priori weights jkw , in models containing them, need to be specified. Since the 

response categories of the ABV have prespecified scores, we use the rank of these scores 

to obtain a model with equal distance α 's. Furthermore, the actual Wilde scores are 

used in place of jkw  to obtain models, denoted with suffix “Wilde”, where the α 's are 

proportional to these scores. The original weights of the ABV were obtained by Wilde 

using an iterative procedure from Lawshe and Harris (1958), see Wilde (1970). The pro-

cedure starts with some a priori weights and subsequently repeats the following steps 

                                     

3 The authors would like to thank Jan te Nijenhuis for providing the data. 
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until the weights roughly stay the same: (1) compute the total scores using the current 

weights, (2) transform the total score distribution such that the mean becomes 5 and 

the standard deviation 1.96, and (3) compute the new weights for each category by av-

eraging the standardized total score of all subjects that responded in that category 

(rounded to an integer). 

Both test attitude and ethnic background are incorporated in all analyses as collat-

eral variables. They are treated as nominal variables. For both the latent class variable 

and for the latent trait variable, a saturated log-linear model is specified for the associa-

tion with the collateral variables. The likelihood of some models presented have local 

maxima. Because of this, all models will be fitted five times with different starting val-

ues. The 'best' solution, defined by the lowest likelihood-ratio statistic, will be chosen. 

Finally, to keep the amount of models manageable, the latent class variable is re-

stricted to have at most two levels. As will be seen later, a restrictive two-class model 

fits the data quite well on both scales. It is therefore not necessary to consider three or 

more latent classes. All models will be fitted to the data set using the LEM program 

(Vermunt4, 1997). 

Results 

The results of the extraversion scale are given in Table 3. For each model fitted, the 

table shows the likelihood-ratio chi-squared statistic ( 2L ), the degrees of freedom (df), 

the number of parameters in the model (npar), the Bayesian Information Criterion 

(BIC), and finally the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The table is ordered from 

lowest AIC to highest AIC. The first finding is that the models that use equal distance 

α 's fit better than the models that use α 's proportional to the Wilde scores. Secondly, 

not taking the “Wilde” models into account, the mixture models fit better than the 

non-mixture models. Finally, for both the mixture and the non-mixture variants, the 

NRM fits better than the GPCM which, in turn, fits better than the PCM. The results 

of the neuroticism scale are given in Table 4.  

 

                                     

4 The authors would like to thank Jeroen Vermunt for his help in using the LEM program. 
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Table 3 
Fit Indices Extraversion 

Model 2L  df npar BIC AIC 
mNRM 33453.48 2147483344 302 64845.82 63164.01 
mNRMeq 33512.40 2147483365 281 64745.79 63180.93 
mGPCM 33563.71 2147483357 289 64857.66 63248.24 
mGPCMeq 33632.19 2147483378 268 64767.18 63274.72 
mPCMeq 34226.86 2147483398 248 65210.47 63829.38 
mPCM 34226.43 2147483397 249 65217.61 63830.96 
NRM 34572.35 2147483417 229 65412.15 64136.88 
GPCM 34908.20 2147483430 216 65649.61 64446.73 
mGPCMWilde 34933.10 2147483357 289 66227.04 64617.62 
mPCMWilde 35013.32 2147483397 249 66004.51 64617.85 
mGPCMeqWilde 34983.21 2147483378 268 66118.20 64625.74 
mPCMeqWilde 35024.06 2147483398 248 66007.68 64626.59 
PCM 35568.33 2147483450 196 66158.37 65066.86 
GPCMWilde 37206.49 2147483430 216 67947.90 66745.02 
Note. 2L : Likelihood-ratio chi-squared statistic; df: degrees of freedom; npar: number of parameters; BIC: 

Bayesian Information Criterion; AIC: Akaike Information Criterion. 

We have a similar picture. The models that use equal distance α 's fit better than the 

models that use α 's proportional to the Wilde scores. Secondly, not taking the “Wilde” 

models into account, the mixture models fit better than the non-mixture models. Fi-

nally, for both the mixture and the non-mixture variants, the NRM fits better than the 

GPCM which, in turn, fits better than the PCM. 

Because of the very large numbers of the degrees of freedom compared to the sample 

size, 2L  is not 2
dfχ  distributed (the asymptotics do not hold here). This means that the 

tail-probability under the 2
dfχ  distribution, of finding a 2L  larger than the 2L  actually 

found, cannot be used to evaluate how well a specific model fits the data. To overcome 

this a bootstrap procedure will be carried out in the next section. 

The first four models: mNRM, mNRMeq, mGPCM, and mGPCMeq, have AIC and 

BIC values that are close to each other. The order obtained using BIC values is: 

mNRMeq, mGPCMeq, mNRM, mGPCM. The bootstrap is a time consuming procedure. 

Therefore, of the best fitting four models, only the least restrictive model mNRM and 

the most restrictive model mGPCMeq model will be bootstrapped. 
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Table 4 
Fit Indices Neuroticism 

Model 2L  df npar BIC AIC 
mNRM 43238.01 2147483275 371 74435.82 72369.76 
mNRMeq 43300.59 2147483305 341 74271.34 72372.34 
mGPCM 43534.49 2147483299 347 74550.65 72618.25 
mGPCMeq 43597.10 2147483329 317 74386.19 72620.85 
mPCMeq 44089.72 2147483358 288 74659.31 73055.47 
mPCM 44089.36 2147483357 289 74666.53 73057.12 
NRM 45132.42 2147483377 269 75558.20 74060.17 
GPCM 46056.38 2147483401 245 76300.51 74936.13 
mGPCMeqWilde 46293.69 2147483329 317 77082.79 75317.45 
mPCMWilde 46378.81 2147483357 289 76955.97 75346.56 
mPCMeqWilde 46381.06 2147483358 288 76950.66 75346.81 
mGPCMWilde 46278.71 2147483299 347 77294.87 75362.47 
PCM 46708.03 2147483430 216 76732.66 75529.78 
GPCMWilde 51175.95 2147483401 245 81420.08 80055.70 

Note. 2L : Likelihood-ratio chi-squared statistic; df: degrees of freedom; npar: number of parameters; 

BIC: Bayesian Information Criterion; AIC: Akaike Information Criterion. 

Bootstrap  

To obtain an idea of how well the mNRM and mGPCMeq models fitted, we simu-

lated 100 data sets under the mNRM model and 100 data sets under the mGPCMeq 

model for both scales using the estimated probabilities obtained from the previous 

analyses. These data sets were subsequently analyzed using the model under which they 

were generated. For the extraversion scale the empirical distribution for the 2L  fit index 

is given in Figure 2. Both models seem to fit. The proportion of 2L  values higher than 

the 2L  from the original analysis is .59 and .35 for the mNRM and mGPCMeq respec-

tively. For the neuroticism scale the empirical distribution for the 2L  fit index is given 

in Figure 3.  
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Figure 2. Empirical distribution of the likelihood-ratio chi-squared statistic ( 2L ) for ex-

traversion. Pr: probability. 

 

Figure 3. Empirical distribution of the likelihood-ratio chi-squared statistic ( 2L ) for 

neuroticism. Pr: probability. 
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Again both models seem to fit. The proportion of 2L  values higher than the 2L  from 

the original analysis is .44 and .22 for the mNRM and mGPCMeq respectively. 

Using these bootstrap results, the more sparse mGPCMeq model is chosen for both 

scales. Nonetheless, the AIC values seem to favour the mNRM model. Because of this, 

and because the emphasis on the model framework in this paper, we will have a closer 

look at the differences between the preferred restrictive mGPCMeq and the least restric-

tive mNRM model.  

Relation between the latent class and the collateral variables  

The relation between the latent class and the collateral variables for extraversion is 

plotted in Figure 4.  

Figure 4. Probability of belonging to Latent Class 1, given test attitude (TA) and eth-

nic background, for extraversion. 

 

The mNRM and mGPCMeq give similar results. For both models subjects in the 

high TA score-group are more often in Latent Class 1 than subjects from the low TA 

score-group. Furthermore, under the mNRM the Dutch subjects are more often in La-

tent Class 1 than subjects from other ethnic backgrounds. All in all, the collateral vari-

ables do not point strongly in a direction for the interpretation of the latent class. The 
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relation between the latent class and the collateral variables for neuroticism is plotted 

in Figure 5.  

Figure 5. Probability of belonging to Latent Class 1, given test attitude (TA) and eth-

nic background, for neuroticism. 

 

Although there is an effect of test attitude for the mGPCMeq model, this effect is 

much stronger for the mNRM model. For the mGPCMeq ethnic background does not 

seem very informative as indication of latent class membership. For the mNRM, 

through the collateral variables, we know that the subjects in Latent Class 1 tend to 

respond in a social desirable way (high TA score), especially so for subjects from the 

minority groups. For the mGPCMeq the collateral variables do not point so strongly in 

one direction for the interpretation of the latent class.  

Differential item functioning 

The degree to which items function differently between latent classes is evaluated, by 

computing differences of the category tracelines between the latent classes weighted by 

the distribution of the latent trait. This measure of differential item functioning, de-

noted by DIF, for item j  is defined by  

 gk g mgjkmgjkj aDIF ∑ ∑ == −= 2|1| ππ  (8) 
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where the weights ga  are the same as in Equation 4. Recall that for both latent classes 

the latent trait distribution was set to a standard normal distribution. Consequently, 

differences in location and variance in the latent trait distributions manifested as differ-

ences in item parameters, under the assumption that both are normally distributed. 

Therefore, the sum of the item differences was first minimized by applying a rescaling of 

the latent trait in Latent Class 2, using BA −θ . If 0≠A  or 0≠B  the abscissas and 

weights will change for Latent Class 2. We chose to weigh using the already known ga  

of Latent Class 1 (the focal group) to prevent the computation of new weights. The re-

scaling was done by replacing θ  by BA −θ  in Equation 1 for Latent Class 2, and solv-

ing ∑ j jBA
DIF

,
min  for A  and B  using a simplex method. This method finds the minimum 

of an n -variable function and is easy to use because it requires only function evalua-

tions (here ∑ j jDIF ) not derivatives, see for instance Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling and 

Flannery (1992). The results of the rescaling are given in Table 5.  

Table 5 

Scaling Parameters That Minimize the DIF 

Model Extraversion Neuroticism 
mNRM 95.0=A  & 28.0=B  00.1=A  & 29.0=B  
mGPCMeq 84.0=A  & 76.0=B  43.1=A  & 82.1=B  

 

The shift in θ  is much larger for the mGPCMeq than for the mNRM. For the 

mGPCMeq we have 22)( jkjjjkj BABA δαθαδθα +−=+− , so a shift B  results in a same 

shift Bjα−  for all categories within the item. For the mNRM, we have 

22222 )( jkjkjkjkjk BABA δαθαδθα +−=+− , so a shift B  results a different shift Bjk 2α−  for 

all k  categories (not necessarily in the same direction). As a result, removing the DIF 

caused by setting the latent trait distribution equal for both latent classes is much more 

straightforward for the mGPCMeq than for the mNRM. The DIF values, after rescaling, 

are plotted in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. DIF values and correlation between DIF values under the mNRM and 

mGPCMeq for neuroticism and extraversion. 

 

First, for the neuroticism scale the DIF values for mNRM are generally larger than 

for the mGPCMeq, while for the extraversion scale the DIF values for both models are 

roughly of the same order. Secondly, the DIF values under the mGPCMeq and mNRM 

correlate for the neuroticism scale, while for the extraversion scale the correlation is 

zero. A possible explanation for these findings is that mGPCMeq can only express uni-

form DIF (differences in δ  parameters), whereas the mNRM can express non-uniform 

DIF, see Mellenbergh (1982), also differences in α  parameters. Together with the re-

sults in Table 5, the large shift B  for the neuroticism scale under the mGPCMeq, this 

suggests that for the neuroticism scale a reasonable part of the DIF is non-uniform. 

A previous bias analysis (Davidse, 1995) of the same data set used the Rasch model 

and Stricker's partial correlation index (Stricker, 1982), with ethnic background as bias 

variable (all non Dutch groups collapsed together). In that analysis Item 1 and Item 14 

showed some bias for the extraversion scale, and Item 18 and Item 21 showed some bias 

for the neuroticism scale (both using the Rasch model and Stricker's partial correlation 

index). In the next section we will look at the category tracelines for these items. Fur-
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thermore, we look at the tracelines of extraversion Item 14 and neuroticism Item 30 be-

cause they have the highest remaining DIF values on the mNRM scale.  

Tracelines  

Examining the category tracelines should give some insight into what is going on. 

The solid line is used for the indicative category, the dashed line for the 'middle' cate-

gory, and the dotted line for the contra indicative category. Please note that the raw 

responses: “yes”, “?”, and “no”, as reported in the legends, do not always follow the 

same order. For some items “yes” is the indicative category, while for others is can be 

“no” or “?”. 

First, the tracelines of extraversion Item 1: “Do you prefer to keep your social life 

limited to a few very good friends?” are shown in Figure 7. The item does not show any 

marked differences between the latent classes or between the models fitted. From the 

previous bias analysis (Davidse, 1995) we know that the bias was caused mainly by the 

Turks, who responded “yes” more often than expected. Because latent class membership 

is not determined by ethnic background, this bias for the Turkish subjects was not 

found in our analysis. 

The tracelines for extraversion Item 14 are shown in Figure 8: “Are you usually wor-

ried about the day of tomorrow?”. The tracelines look roughly the same for the mNRM 

and mGPCMeq. There is however a similar difference between the latent classes for 

both models. The “?” category is not chosen by subjects in Latent Class 2 in favor of 

the “no” category. In Latent Class 1 the “?” category acts as the indicative category for 

introversion, as expected. 

Finally, the tracelines of Item 20: “Do you usually initiate the first steps when mak-

ing new friends?”, the item with the highest DIF value for the mNRM model, will be 

shown (see Figure 9). Again, for both the mGPCMeq and the mNRM, subjects in La-

tent Class 2 hardly respond in the “?” category, when compared to Latent Class 1. This 

was seen in all traceline plots. 
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Figure 7. Tracelines extraversion Item 1. 
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Figure 8. Tracelines extraversion Item 14. 
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Figure 9. Tracelines extraversion Item 20. 

The main finding is that, for both models, subjects in Latent Class 2 avoid the “?”. 

The “?” category is not interpreted as a response category ordered on the same scale as 

the “yes” and “no”. The point-biserial correlation between the latent class and the 

number of “?” responses is -.53 and -.68 for the mNRM and mGPCMeq respectively. 
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We conclude the interpretation of latent classes for the extraversion scale by plotting a 

histogram relating the number of “?” responses with latent class membership in Figure 

10.  

 
Figure 10. Relationship latent class and number of „?“ responses. 

 
Next, we look at the neuroticism scale. First, neuroticism Item 18: “Are you some-

times so restless that you can't sit still very long?”. Note that this item has only two 

categories because “?” and “yes” have the same weights for this item. Recall that the 

neuroticism items showed much less DIF under the mGPCMeq than the extraversion 

items. For both the mGPCMeq and the mNRM the discrimination is smaller in Latent 

Class 2. In the bias analysis (Davidse, 1995) this item was found to be biased, because 

the minority groups more often responded with “yes” or “?” than expected. 

Second, the tracelines of neuroticism Item 21: “Are you often moody?” are plotted in 

Figure 12. As seen with the extraversion items, under both the mNRM and the 

mGPCMeq the “?” category is chosen less in Latent Class 2, as opposed to Latent Class 

1. Furthermore, under the mNRM the emotionally stable subjects (right side of the 

scale) in Latent Class 1 sometimes choose “yes” instead of “no”. From Figure 5 we 

know that under the mNRM, Latent Class 1 contains the subjects that tend to give so-

cial desirable responses, especially so for the minority groups. This result is puzzling, 

since “no” seems the social desirable response for emotionally stable subjects. However,  
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Figure 11. Tracelines neuroticism Item 18. 

 

the response probabilities for subjects in the high TA group, given ethnic background, 

revealed the problem. In Table 6 these response probabilities are reported. 
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Figure 12. Tracelines neuroticism Item 21. 
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Table 6 
Response Probabilities, for Subjects in The High TA Group, Given Ethnic Background 

 Dutch Antillean 
North-

African 
Surinamese Turkish Other 

no .92 .44 .39 .56 .57 .58 

? .04 .27 .22 .15 .20 .05 

ye

s 
.04 .29 .39 .29 .23 .37 

 

The vast majority of Dutch subjects responded with “no”, in contrast with the mi-

nority groups. The problem is in the wording of the item. In the Dutch language the 

question is easily misunderstood to mean: “Are you often in a good mood?” Some sub-

jects from the minority groups probably misunderstood this question. 

Finally, the tracelines for neuroticism Item 30 (highest DIF for the mNRM scale), 

“Do some things really bother you?”, are plotted in Figure 13 below. Another clear ex-

ample where for both the mGPCMeq and the mNRM the “?” category is hardly chosen 

in Latent Class 2 as opposed to Latent Class 1. 

The main finding is that, for both models, subjects in Latent Class 2 avoid the “?”. 

The “?” category is not interpreted as a response category ordered on the same scale as 

the “yes” and “no”. A finding that was consistent over all traceline plots. The point-

biserial correlation between the latent class and the number of “?” responses was -.49 

and -.74 for the mNRM and mGPCMeq respectively. In Figure 14 a histogram is plot-

ted relating the number of “?” responses with the probability of latent class member-

ship. 
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Figure 13. Tracelines neuroticism Item 30. 
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Figure 14. Relationship latent class and number of “?” responses. 

Conclusion  

This analysis revealed that the response process differed qualitatively between sub-

jects. The meaning of the “?” response category is not invariant over subjects. For one 

group of subjects (labelled Latent Class 2) the “?” category is not seen as one of the 

possible response categories ordered along a continuum (corresponding to the Wilde 

weights). These subjects have a response tendency to avoid the “?” category for what-

ever reason. A previous analysis found that extraversion Item 1 was strongly biased for 

the Turkish subjects. This was not found in our analysis, because the latent class was 

not related to ethnic background, but rather defined by the subject's interpretation of 

the “?” response category. The fact that the latent classes are not defined by ethnic 

background does not mean that differential item functioning will not be found using this 

variable. Rather, it means that the sample can be divided in classes (or subgroups) that 

show larger qualitative differences. 

Maybe differential item functioning due to cultural differences would have been found 

by allowing more latent classes. An interesting question that arises is how far we can go 

down this road. Stated differently, how much unobservedness can we fill in before capi-

talization on chance takes over. 
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The power of latent trait latent class models is the ability to find qualitative differ-

ences between the response behavior of subjects without explicitly specifying a grouping 

variable. The actual variable that classifies the subjects into groups for which different 

measurement models hold is not observed, and therefore called latent class. Further-

more, to aid in the interpretation of the latent class, collateral variables can be incorpo-

rated that are expected to relate to the latent class. For instance, with the neuroticism 

scale under the mNRM, Latent Class 1 contains mainly subjects that tend to give social 

desirable responses, especially so for minority groups. This observation enabled the in-

terpretation of problems with neuroticism Item 21.  
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